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C hapter 1 
In trod u ction
O verv iew
The fundamental com putational model for functional programming languages is Lambda 
Calculus (A-calculus) [2 , 3, 5, 6 , 11, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21] or a derivative of it 
such as combinatory logic. Many reduction systems have been proposed to evaluate 
A-terms; these include Director String Calculus (DSC) proposed by Kennaway and 
Sleep [13]. This system captures the essence of ‘long reach’ combinators by Turner 
[26] while preserving the applicative structure of the original expression. The prob­
lem with the DSC was tha t it only captured weak reduction. To solve this problem, 
Sreedhar and Taghva [29] introduced a ‘Modified Director String Calculus’ (MDSC) 
th a t captures strong reduction and preserves the applicative structure of the original 
expression. This system is complicated, in part, because of the case by case anal­
ysis used to develop a large set of rules. In this thesis we shall introduce a small 
set of rules, and an algebra suggested by Kennaway [14] to m anipulate directors and 
A -expressions which eliminate the need for special cases.
We will explore the need for functional programming languages in the next section, 
and then give a short description of the im portant characteristics of modern functional 
languages. Chapter 2 will cover the compilation of functional programming languages 
into an enriched version of A-calculus. In chapter 3 we will discuss proposed reduction
1
2strategies for A-expressions. In chapter 4, we will review the Director String Calculus 
(DSC), and introduce our algebra to dem onstrate tha t it captures strong reduction.
H isto r y  o f  C o m p u tin g
In the early 1930’s it was thought by Hilbert and others tha t every well defined 
m athem atical problem could be solved algorithmically. K urt Godel published his 
incompleteness theorem in 1931 which informally states:
‘There is no algorithm which we can use to decide if every m athem atical 
sentence is true or false.’
Simply stated, we can always find a true number-theoretic statem ent th a t can be 
neither proved or disproved in a system. As a result of this theorem, people began 
trying to find systems tha t would characterize the set of all computable functions.
Alonzo Church invented A-calculus in 1941 and stated the famous Church’s Thesis:
[4]
‘Effectively computable functions from positive integers to positive inte­
gers are just those definable in the Lambda Calculus.’
Another characterization of computable objects was the ‘Universal Machine’ de­
veloped by Alan Turing. The Turing Machine is capable of modeling the same set 
of functions as A-calculus [25]. The Turing Machine lead directly to the invention of 
the Von Neumann computer, which in tu rn  was the precursor to  several high level 
programming languages.
There are essentially two categories of programming languages, im perative and 
functional. Fortran, the first widely accepted im perative language, was created by 
Backus and others at IBM in the 1950’s. The first functional language, LISP, was 
introduced by John McCarthy [18]; it appears to have been heavily influenced by
3A-calculus. Another m ajor area of study was the ‘meaning’ of programming lan­
guages. It is desirable to  have a m athem atical system to formalize the semantics of 
programming languages. Strachey and Scott used A-calculus and its models to  de­
velop denotational semantics as a system for describing the meaning of programming 
languages [22, 24].
F u n ction a l L an gu ages
The role of functional languages in com puter science was profoundly influenced by 
Backus’ 1977 ACM Turing Award Lecture [1]. Backus coined the phrase ‘word-at-a- 
tim e’ to describe the inherent problems associated with the Von Neumann bottleneck, 
and traditional im perative programming languages. Some of these problems are:
• The implicit program state in procedural programming is modified by the com­
mands in the source language. This causes side-effects during the program 
execution. As a  result of this, we need an entire set of statem ents to explic­
itly control program flow. The destructive assignment statem ent is a typical 
example of a command tha t causes side-effects.
•  Because of side-effects procedural programming is not referentially transparent. 
Generally, an expression cannot be replaced by its value without affecting the 
surrounding expressions.
• The focus when doing procedural programming is usually how to compute, 
rather than what to compute. The programm er has to know how the program 
gets evaluated a t every step; this makes program and data  abstraction difficult.
In an a ttem pt to overcome some of these shortcomings, Backus introduced the 
functional language FP  [1]. FP  has a set of built-in functions, and it allows the pro­
grammer to combine functional forms to ‘build’ new functions and create programs.
4Functions are used at a primitive level, which makes programs more m athematical. 
They can be understood more easily than those written in im perative languages. Fur­
thermore, functional languages tend to  be declarative, so what we are programming 
is emphasized instead of how to program. The m athem atical nature of FP  lead to an 
‘algebra of program s.’ This algebra was used to  derive laws tha t could be applied to 
show either program equivalence or program correctness.
A number of other functional programming languages have been developed in­
cluding ISwim by Peter Landin [16] in the mid 1960’s, ML and SML by Gordon et al. 
[19] a t Edinburgh in 1979, as well as Turner’s SASL, KRC, and M iranda1 [26, 27, 28]. 
While each of these languages have different features, each can be expressed in A- 
calcuius [8].
This evolution of functional languages has given us a set of distinguishing features 
which characterize them:
• Higher Order Functions: Functions are treated as first class values in a language; 
they may be stored in data structures, passed as arguments etc.
• Lazy Evaluation: Normal Order reduction rules of A-calculus are used; they 
only evaluate an argument if it is needed and are guaranteed to find a normal 
form if one exists.
• Abstraction Mechanism: This allows the separations of a  function definition 
from its use.
• No side-effects: There is no assignment statem ent in functional languages.
• Referential Transparency: An expression can be replaced by its value regardless 
of the surrounding expressions. This property makes it easier to prove program 
correctness, furtherm ore the order of evaluation does not affect the final result.
1 M ira n d a ™  is a trademark of Research Software Ltd.
5• Equations and pattern-m atching: Pattern  m atching and equations go together 
in functional languages. Since there are no side-effects, equational reasoning 
can be applied when evaluating functions. This will be explored further in 
chapter 2 .
There are some drawbacks regarding functional languages:
• Compilers are quite inefficient when compared to the imperative counterparts 
on Von Neumann machines.
• The updating and handling of aggregate objects such as arrays is difficult.
The problem with aggregate data objects is tha t in functional languages declarations 
are generally for structures tha t are a single entity. W ith arrays, for example, a 
place holder must be used to  keep place while updating the structure incrementally. 
This seems to contradict the style of functional programming tha t allows destructive 
updates.
C hapter 2 
C om pilation
O verview
In order to motivate the study of A-calculus, this chapter will describe the compi­
lation of functional languages into an enriched version of A-calculus. Although the 
translation from enriched calculus to pure A-calculus will not be discussed, the trans­
lations are straightforward [21, 8]. Program fragments will be presented in M iranda 
[28] where a program consists of a set of definitions and a  set of expressions to be 
evaluated. The first section covers the translation of variables and functions. Subse­
quent sections will describe the compilation of structured types and pattern  matching. 
The compilations presented are not necessarily the most efficient, but will suit our 
purposes to dem onstrate the need for A-calculus. 1
V ariab les and  F u n ction s
Variables are defined in M iranda as using the ‘le t’ command as in 
let x =  3 in x * 9
Intuitavely, this says to ‘give x the value of 3 in the expression x * 9.’ In A-calculus, 
this becomes
Ax. ( 'x  * 9) 3
1More efficent translations can be found in [21, Chapter 5, Philip Wadler],
6
7Simple A-calculus /^-reduction is all tha t is required to evaluate this expression.
In general, the formula let v = B  in E  is translated to ( Xv. E)B. This translation 
also handles nested lets as well. For example, the expression,
let x =  10 in (let y =  12 in (+  x y))
-* Ax. (( Ay. +  (x y)) 12) 10 
-» Ay. ( +  (10 y )) 12 
-► + ( 10 12 )
=  22
As a more useful example, look at the program fragment below:
square n =  n * n 
2 * (square 5)
F irst, the function
square n =  n * n —> let square =  An. n * n
Next, notice the expression 2 * (square 5) is what is being evaluated. Therefore, we 
would ultim ately get the following:
let square =  An. n * n 
in ( * ( 2 ( square 5 )))
A general function definition would be translated as follows:
/  V!V2 . . .  vn = E  
= f  = Aui. . . .  Xvn. E
where the u,-’s are the arguments to the function. The ‘/e trec’ (let recursively) com­
mand is used in the translation of function definitions similar to the way the let was 
used for variables. The general form of each is given below:
8let Vi = E\ 










The difference between the let and letrec expressions is tha t the u,- are in the 
scope of E{ and E in a  letrec , bu t the u,- are only in the  scope of the E in the let 
expression; the E{ are not influenced by V{ ’s.
Consider the definition of factorial:
letrec factorial =  An. IF (=  n 0) 1 * (n ( factorial(- n 1 ))) 
in factorial 4
This defines a recursive function, factorial, applied to the argument 4. Notice th a t the 
factorial function is allowed to refer to itself by name—this is not normally allowed
= E X 
= E 2
= E n
9in pure A-calculus. The im plementation of recursion in A-calculus requires the use of 
the Y combinator which leads to the following solution:
letrec v =  B i n E  =  ( ? e t v  =  Y (  Av. B) in E )
The letrec is used in function definitions, since it is assumed tha t recursion is 
always possible.
The following example will pu t the entire picture together:
average a  b =  (a +  b) /  2 
average 2 (3+5)
F irst, consider the function definition:
average a b  =  (a +  b ) / 2  =  average =  Aa. Ab. ( /  ( +  a b  ) 2 )
Next, apply the letrec command: 
letrec
average =  Aa. Ab. ( /  ( +  a b ) 2) in 
average 2 (+  3 5))
Finally, we m ust transform  the expression into ordinary A-calculus. For simplicity, 
we will replace the letrec by a let since this definition is not recursive. This yields:
( Aaverage. ( average 2 (+3 5))) Aa. Ab. ( /  (+  a b) 2 )
C o n stru cto rs  an d  S tru ctu red  T y p es
Like their im perative counterparts, functional programming languages allow user de­
fined types. The mechanism used to  declare them  is the constructor. Constructors 
can be thought of as functions tha t ‘build’ user types and possibly assign types to the 
variables created by the user. The language M iranda has several built in types like 
integers, booleans, characters, lists and tuples. The following notation will be used 
to describe them:
10
(x:xs) —> CONS( x, xs )
(x:y:z:[ ]) -> CONS( x, CONS( y, CONS( z, Nil )))
(3, True) —> PAIR( num, bool )
Notice th a t pairs (a type of tuple) can have arguments of different types.
The user is free to build types from composites of built in types or composites 
of user defined types. To create a tree structure for storing integers, the following 
declarations would be used:
tree ::=  LEAF num | BRANCH tree tree
LEAF and BRANCH are the constructors of the tree.
A function to  exchange the values of the leaves of a tree would be w ritten as: 
re flec t  (LEAF n) =  LEAF n
re flec t  (BRANCH t l  t2) =  BRANCH (re flec t  t 2) (reflec t  t l )
Function re flec t  behaves in the obvious way, if the argument passed to it is a leaf, 
then the value of the leaf is printed, otherwise, the function is called again with each 
subtree of the original branch with the left and right children exchanged. A function 
definition with patterns on the left side ‘uses pattern-matching of its argument to do 
case analysis’ [21, Page 52]. The main idea is th a t the arguments are evaluated only 
until their form is determ ined, then the correct operation of the function being applied 
can be executed. The remainder of this chapter will discuss the issues involved in 
pattern  matching.
P a tte r n  M a tch in g
While the notion of pa ttern  m atching seems intuitively clear, a number of subtle 
issues arise. These include the need to  handle overlapping patterns, nested patterns 
and patterns with m ultiple arguments. We will present several examples to  illustrate 
these problems.
11
O verlapping P atterns
Consider the definintion of the factorial function using Miranda. One obvious defini­
tion is:
fac 0 =  1
fac n =  n * fac( n -1 )
The equations are evaluated one at a time from top to bottom . In this case, the 
order of the equations is im portant, because the second equation would be executed 
for any integer value, so if the order of the equations was reversed, the one containing 
fac 0 would never be executed, and a nonterm inating program would result. Functions 
whose arguments satisfy more than one equation are called overlapping.
One partial solution to this problem is to  allow the use of guards to  control the ex­
ecution of functions. A guard is a conditional statem ent th a t evaluates the argument 
before allowing execution. Again consider the factorial function:
fa c  n = 1, n =  0 
=  n *  fac{n  — 1)
In this case, a single lefthand side controls the execution. The argument is evalu­
ated, compared against the guards and the expression com puted only when a guard 
is matched or a default case is found.
N ested  P atterns
Another issue tha t m ust be addressed is tha t of allowing nested patterns. Consider a 
function to find the last element of a  list: 
lastElt(x:[ ]) =  x 
lastElt(x:xs) =  lastElt(xs)
12
The argument is evaluated to see if its ‘ta il’ is equal to nil—if it is, then the last 
element has been found, otherwise the function lastElt must be called again. Also, 
notice th a t a call with an argument of nil would cause an error.
M ultip le A rgum ents and P atterns
In general, functions have multiple arguments and multiple patterns. The following 
general form would characterize any function:
/  Pi =  E i
f  P2= E 2 
f  pn = E n
where p ,’s are patterns.
We want the evaluation to proceed as ‘try  to match the first pattern  p\ to the 
argum ent list, if tha t fails, try  the second pattern  and so on.’ If a  pattern match 
is found with pattern  p,-, then evaluate the expression E,-; if no m atch occurs, an 
error is reported. This gives us the idea tha t a pattern  m atch might fail; to handle 
this we will introduce a new constant, FAIL, to the enriched A-calculus. Anytime an 
argument does not match a pattern, FAIL  will be returned. We will also introduce a 
new infix operator []. The [] notation (pronounced ‘FATBAR’) is used to  characterize 
the failure of a pattern  match; it has the following semantics: 
a [] b =  a, if a 7  ^ _L and a ^  FAIL 
FAIL [] b =  b 
-L [] b =  JL
where ±  represents ‘bottom ’, a nonterm inating computation.
To translate functions with multiple arguments, recall the translation for general 
functions, f  v i v2 . . .  u„ =  E  =  /  =  Aui . . .  Au„. E  where the w,-’s are arguments.
13
A similar translation for functions w ith multiple patterns would be: f  Pi P2 ■ ■ ■ Pn = 
E  =  f  — \ p \ . . .  Apn. E  where the p,-’s are patterns. To add multiple expressions, 
we would arrive at:
/  Pi =  Ei  
f  P2 = E 2
f  pn = En
which is then translated to:
f  -  \ x .  ( ((Api- Ei)x)
0 ((Ap2. E 2) x )
0 ((Ap». E 3) x )
0 ((Apn • E n)x )
[] E R R O R )
where x is the pattern  of the  arguments being evaluated.
Using these techniques on function re f lec t  presented earlier would result in the 
following translation:
re f l ec t  = At. ( ((A( L E A F  n ). L E A F  n ) t)
[] ((A{ B R A N C H  <1 t2). B R A N C H (  re f l ec t { t2 ) r e } l e c t { t l ) )  t)
[] E R R O R )
where t is the pattern  of the argument being evaluated. In this case, ERROR would 
never be returned becauses the  only possible arguments to function reflec t  m ust be
14
either LEAF or BRANCH; any incorrect arguments would be caught by the type 
checker. However, it is not always the case th a t ERROR could not be returned. To 
illustrate this, look at the declaration of the function ‘head’ in Miranda.
head(x : xs)  — x 
= head =  A xs' .  ((\ ( C O N S x  xs).  x)xs' )  
[] E R R O R
where xs'  is the argument being evaluated. In this case, ERROR could occur since 
head(Nil)  is a legitimate error.
Sem antics
We have defined the syntax of a set of pattern  matching A-abstractions; now we will 
define their semantics. We will discuss only Sum-Constructor Patterns and Product- 
Constructor Patterns in this section ([21, Pages 69-75] covers the topic in greater 
detail). A product type has only one constructor, while a sum type has two or more 
constructors. Pairs and triples are examples of product-constructors while color and 
boolean are examples of sum-constructors.
For purposes of notation, we will assume the existance of function E V A L  which 
maps expressions to values (e.g. E V  AL[5 +  2] =  7). To see the use of the function 
E V A L ,  consider the semantics of ‘constant patterns’
E V A L [ \ k .  E ] a =  EVAL[E]  i f  a =  EVAL[k]
=  F A I L  i f  a ^  _L, and a ^  EVAL[k]
= -L i f  a = _L
The first line compares argument a w ith the constant pattern  k , if they are the ‘same’, 
then the expression E  is evaluated. The second line returns F A I L , since argument a
15
is not the same as constant k. The third line handles the case of a non-term inating
program. The two examples below dem onstrate these rules.
(A  1. +  3 4 ) 1 —> +  3 4  
( A 1. +  3 4 ) 2 —> FAIL (since 2 ^ 1 )
Sum -C onstructor P attern s
We will now discuss Sum-Constructor Patterns. We want to  compare the arguments 
given to the function with the constructor used to build the object. When considering 
function ref lect ,
ref lect  (LEAF n) =  LEAF n
ref lect  (BRANCH t l  t2) =  BRANCH (ref l ec t  t2) (ref lect  t l )
If the first argument to the function is of type LEAF, then we execute LEAF n, and
if it is of type BRANCH, then we execute the second line.
The semantics to evaluate sum-constructor patterns are as follows:
EVAL[X(s  pi p2 . ■ ■ pT). £ ](s  cti a2 . . .  ar) =
EV AL [ \ ( p i  p2 . . . p T). E](ai a2 . . . a r)
EVAL[X(s  pi p2 . . . p r ). E](s'  ai a2 . . .  ar) = F A I L  s ^  s'
EV A L [ X ( p i  P 2 . . . p r ).  E ] l  =  ±
To apply these semantics to an argument A, we evaluate A only to the point of 
determining what constructor it  was formed with. If this form matches constructor 
form s , then evaluate the remaining arguments ( ai a2 . . . a r ) against patterns ( 
Pi P2 • • - Pr )• Line two is ‘failure’, similar to the constant pattern  case, and line three 
states tha t if the evaluation of the  constructor form does not term inate, then neither 
does the function application in question. Again, lets look a t function re f l ec t ; recall
16
the function translation into enriched A-calculus was:
ref l ect  = Xt.{ ((A{ L E A F  n ) . L E A F  n)t)
[] ((X ( B R A N C H  t l  t2). BRANCH(re f l ec t { t2 ) re f l ec t ( t l ) ) t )
[] E R R O R )
where t is the agrument.
Consider an application of function ref lect  with argument 
B R A N C H  ( L E A F  1 )( L E A F  2):
A(( LEAF n ). LEAF n ) BRANCH(LEAF 1)(LEAF 2) =  FAIL 
since LEAF ^  BRANCH by rule 2.
Next, the BRANCH constructor of ref lect  must be evaluated,
Atl At2. BRANCH(ref lect ( t2)  ref l ect ( t2)) (LEAF 0)(LEAF 1) by Rule
1.
At2. B R A N C H (re//ect(t2) ref lect{LEAF 0))(LEAF 1)
BRANCH( LEAF 1 )( LEAF 0 )
P roduct-C onstructor P atterns
Although a product type has only one constructor, the semantics of pattern matching 
are tricky. Recall tha t one of the characteristics of modern functional languages is 
lazy evalutation. This means th a t arguments are evaluated only if they are needed, so 
ideally we want a mechanism th a t binds the desired arguments to their corresponding 
formal param eter, but postpones evaluating them until they are needed. Consider 
the following family of ‘zero’ functions:
ZeroAny x =  0 
ZeroList[ ]=  0
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ZeroPair(x,y) =  0
The function ZeroAny is clearly lazy, while the function ZeroList is strict (i.e. always 
evaluates its argument), since its argument m ust be equal to ‘Nil.’ At first glance, it 
appears tha t ZeroPair might need to evaluate its argument, but this is not the case. 
The type checker would issue an error if the argument to ZeroPair was not of the 
PAIR type, and after tha t the function does not need the argument. The significance 
of lazy product m atching is tha t using lazy semantics, ZeroPair _ L = 0 ,  while under 
strict semantics, ZeroPair _L=_L.
The semantics of product-constructor patterns is given below:
EVAL[ A( t pi p2 .. .pr )• E ] a =
EVAL[ Xpi P2 . . .  pT )• E] (SEL-t-1 a) (SEL-t-2 a) . . .  (SEL-t-r a)
where SEL-t-i is a new function,
SEL-t-i( t  ai a,2  ■.. aT ) =  a,- 
SEL-t-i X =  X
The evaluation of arguments is postponed by binding the names for the components 
needed to applications of SEL-t-i rather than  evaluating the argument immediately. 
This implies th a t all elements of an argument list are bound to formal param eters, 
but they are only evaluated when they are needed. Consider the following example 
using function ZeroPair:
ZeroPair =  A(PAIR X Y). 0  by function translation
EVAL[ ZeroPair ] X 
=  EVAL[ A(PAIR x y ). 0 ] X
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=  EVAL[ Ax Ay . 0 ] (SEL-PAIR-1 _L) (SEL-PAIR-2 ±)
-» EVAL[ Ay . 0 ] (SEL-PAIR-2 J_ )
-» 0
The last two evaluations are done using /3-reduction; the argument itself (_L) was 
never evaluated, it was merely bound to function SEL-PAIR-i in case it was needed.
Lazy semantics have the advantage tha t they eliminate unnecessary argument 
evaluations. They also allow the com putation of things tha t are infinite like lists of 
integers ( 1, 2, 3 . . . ) .  Unforunately, these benefits carry an implem entation cost 
which will be discussed below:
Consider the function AddPair =  A(PAIR x y). +  x y which adds the  elements of 
a pair together. Let’s look at the evaluation of a function call A ddPair(PAIR 3 4).
AddPair(PAIR 3 4) =  ( A(PAIR x y) (PAIR 3 4))
=  ( Ax y. +  x y) SEL-PAIR-1 (PAIR 3 4) SEL-PAIR-2(PAIR 3 4)
-> ( Ay +  (SEL-PAIR-1 (PAIR 3 4) y) SEL-PAIR-2 (PAIR 3 4)
-» +  (SEL-PAIR-1 (PAIR 3 4) SEL-PAIR-2 (PAIR 3 4))
-> +  ( 3 (SEL-PAIR-2 (PAIR 3 4)) )
—> +  ( 3 4 )
=  7
if strict semantics were used, the following would be the result:
AddPair(PAIR 3 4) =  ( A(PAIR x y) (PAIR 3 4)
=  ( Ax Ay. +  x y ) (3 4)
— ( Ay +  3 y ) 4 
- (  +  3 4 )
=  7
When all arguements to a function are needed, there is a cost involoved in imple­
menting lazy semantics. The study of this area is called strictness analysis.
C hapter 3 
G raph R ed u ction
O verview
This chapter will discuss the concept of Graph Reduction. It provides both a  rep­
resentation for A-expressions, and a mechanism for ‘processing’ them . The reduc­
tion mechanism must be faithful to the properties of /3-reduction within A-calculus; 
to  guarantee tha t the result will meet the properties of Church-Rosser. We will 
discuss the conceptual representation of A-expressions, the methods and choices in­
volved in selecting the next reducible expression (redex), and the transformations of 
A-expressions necessary to implement ‘Supercombinators.’ [2, 11]
R ep resen ta tio n  and  R e d e x  S e lec tio n  
R epresentation
If we assume the successful translation of the given functional program into a set of 
A-expressions, then we must have a representation for these A-terms. The generally 
accepted representation is abstract syntax trees where the leaves of the trees are 
functions or constants, and the @ symbol represents function application. An example 
is shown in figure 3.1. The selection of trees as a representation also allows the  internal 
data  structures for storing the expressions to be straightforward.
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Figure 3.1: A function application and X abstraction.
R E D E X  Selection
When choosing a reduction strategy, one of the most im portant issues is determining 
the order of subexpression evaluation. Typically, expressions in programs are made 
of subexpressions, and the order of the subexpression evaluation can have significant 
impacts on performance. For instance, it is critical to decide if the  evaluation of 
arguments passed to functions will take place upon the call to the  function, or be 
postponed until the arguments are needed. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 
most modern functional languages have adopted the lazy approach which postpones 
this evalutation. This is similar to the ‘call by need’ technique employed in Algol, 
bu t unfortunately, this concept is difficult to  implement in im perative languages. 
Consider the call to a function in an im perative language, because the evaluation of 
arguments may produce side effects which the function may depend upon, arguments 
must be evaluated even though they may not be used by the function being called.
The order of reduction proposed most often in the literature is called Normal Order 
Reduction.  1 This m ethod is convenient when implementing lazy semantics, because 
arguments to functions are only evaluated when needed. The use of data  sharing will 
guarantee th a t they are evaluated at m ost once, since additional uses of the arguement 
will use the value computed the first time. Normal Order Reduction states tha t the 
leftmost outerm ost redex should be reduced first. To clarify this meaning, consider a
1 Normal order reduction is optimal for SK Machines [23], but it is not known whether this is 
optimal for graph reduction techniques [17]
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function application. The outerm ost redex is the function itself, so the normal order 
reduction will reduce the application of the function to its argument prior to reducing 
the argument. For instance,
(Ax. 3) -L —> 3 where ±  is a nonterm inating com putation
This is a function tha t returns ‘3’ regardless of its argument, so the argument is never 
evaluated. In general, we should stop reducing an expression in a  graph even though 
there may be redexes left in the graph. More formally stated,
‘Do normal reduction, but stop when there is no top-level redex even 
though there may be inner redexes in the graph.’
To state  this mathematically, we need the following definition:
A A-expression is in Weak Head Normal Form (WHNF) if and only if it 
is of the form
F Ei  E <2 .. . E n where n> 0  
and
F is a variable or data object or 
F is a A-abstraction, or built-in function and 
F Ei E 2 . . .  E m is not a  redex for any m < n.
An expression has no top level redex iff it is in WHNF.
Let us first consider the evaluation of built-in functions. If the evaluator finds 
tha t the top level redex is an application of a built-in function which evaluates its 
arguments, it has to check whether the arguemnts are also in WHNF. If they are not, 
then they must be reduced before the function can be called. For instance, in the 
expression
IF (NOT TRUE) f g h
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the redex is IF (NOT TRUE) f g. The IF function m ust evaluate its argument (NOT 
TRUE) which leads to FALSE; then the evaluation of the redex would continue as:
IF (FALSE) f g =  g, so the original expression 
IF (NOT TRUE) f g h 
would evaluate to g h
The obvious question tha t comes to mind is ‘How do we find the next top-level 
redex?’ If we have an expression of the form F Ej  E 2 ■ ■ ■ E n
where the ECs represent zero or more arbitrarily complicated arguments. We know 
th a t F  is one of the following:
1. F  is a data  object (like CONS). In this case the expression is already in WHNF. 
Also, if n 7^  0 we are trying to apply a data  object to an argument which is an 
error.
2. F  is a built-in function of k arguments. If there are enough arguments, (n >  k), 
then F Ei  E 2 . . .  Ek is the outerm ost redex which normal order chooses.
If n < k, then the expression is already in WHNF.
3. F  is a A-abstraction.
If n > 0 then F  Ei  is the next argument to reduce.
L am bda E x p ressio n s
The most common element we must compile is the A-expression. In doing so, we begin 
with the abstract syntax tree for the original expression, and perform transformations 
on it until an acceptable normal form is reached. In the interest of lazy evaluation 
rules, it should be clear tha t expressions are only evaluated once; subsequent uses 









Figure 3.2: D ata Sharing
1. There is a need for shared data [30].
2. We should overwrite the root of the redex with the final result of the expression 
being evaluated.
3. A-abstractions themselves may be shared, so we m ust construct a new instance 
of the A-body rather than substituting the original A-body directly.
The combinations of sharing data, and overwriting redexes accomplishes the goal of 
evaluating expressions only once (see figure 3.2). The notions of data  sharing and 
overwriting the root of the redex also lead to a more efficient im plem entation of 
recursion. Recall tha t recursion is implemented using the Y Combinator as
Y f - * f ( Y  f )
which is shown in figure 3.3. By overwriting the root of the redex, recursion can be 
implemented as:
Y f  -> f ( Y f )




Figure 3.3: Standard Implementation of Y
Y f
REDUCES TO
Figure 3.4: Y Implemented Using D ata Sharing
-  H M Y f )))
-  / ( / ( / ( • • • ) ) )
which is shown in figure 3.4.
The final item to be addressed is the construction of new instances of a A-body. 
When doing this construction, it is desirable to allow easy substitution for the formal 
param eters within the abstration. We will transform the A-expression into supercom- 
binators using a  process known as lambda-lifting [11]. Unfortunately, the transfor­
m ation to supercombinators does not work for all forms of A-expressions as we will 
see from the following definition:
A supercombinator, S, of arity n  is a  A-expression of the form
\ x 1 . \ x 2 . . .  Axn.E
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where E  is not a A-abstraction such tha t
1. S has no free variables
2. Any A-abstraction in E  is also a  supercombinator
3. n >  0
The fact th a t supercombinators have no free variables allows us to compile them  into 
a fixed code sequence. Also, item  2 above guarantees tha t no A-abstraction in the 
body contains free variables, so there is no need to copy them  when instantiating the 
supercombinator body.
The problem is tha t supercombinators cannot contain free variables, while general 
A-expressions may contain them. To transform A-expressions containing free variables 
to supercombinators, /3-abstraction is used. Consider the following example:
( Ax. ( Ay. +  y x ) x ) 4
In this case neither of the A-abstractions is a supercombinator.
The x is free in ( Ay. +  y x ), so /3-abstraction is required.
This yields, ( Aw. Ay. +  y w ) x 
where w is the new variable.
Subsituting this into the original expression gives us:
( Ax. ( Aw. Ay. +  y w ) x x) 4
Now the above expression is a supercombinator and we can proceed as follows:
A supercombinator redex consists of the application of a supercombinator 
to n arguments. The reduction replaces the redex by an instance of the su­
percombinator body with the arguments substituted for the corresponding 
formal param eter.
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The application of the supercombinator to n arguments is accomplished by naming 
the supercombinator, and then calling it with the appropriate param eters. Let the 
inner supercombinator above be named $Y, then the code sequence above becomes:
$Y w y =  +  y w 
( Ax. $Y x x ) 4
Notice tha t the remaining A-expression is also a supercombinator, so it 
can also be named (say $X) and then ‘called.’ This give us 
SX x =  $Y x x
Finally, the entire expression becomes
$Y w y =  +  y w 
$X x =  $Y x x 
$X 4
The full evaluation would be:
$X 4 
=  $Y 4 4 
=  +  (4 4)
=  8
For each A-abstraction, we perform the following steps:
1. Choose any A-abstraction with no inner A-abstractions in its body.
2. Remove free variables from A-abstractions as param eters to allow the transfor­
m ation into supercombinators.
3. Name the resulting supercombinators.
4. Replace the occurrences of the A-abstraction by the name of the supercombina­
tor applied to  the free variables.
5. Compile the A-abstraction and associated name into ‘fixed code.’
C hapter 4 
M odified  D irector String C alculus
D irecto r  S tr in g  C alcu lus
Kennaway and Sleep [13] introduced Director String Calculus (DSC) as an alternate 
representation for A-abstractions. The idea is to extend the abstract tree representa­
tion in which each application node has associated with it a ‘string of directors’ and 
each director is associated with a level of abstraction. The director strings encode 
the distribution of formal param eters to the subtrees in an abstraction. For instance, 
consider the evaluation of the expression (Ax. EF)G depicted in figure 4.1. The sub­
stitution of G  for x  (x  :=  G) will be conveyed to  both E  and F,  to E  alone, to  F  
alone or to neither E  nor F  depending upon the free occurrences of x  in both E  and 




Figure 4.1: (Az. E F ) G  
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to translate term s back and forth from A-terms to director string terms.
Let V A R  be an infinite set of variables, then the set of term s, denoted by A, is 
defined as follows:
v is a term , where v G V A R
(M N ) is a term  where M , N  €  A
Av . M  is a term , where M  € A and v € V A R
Also, let the set of directors, { A, / ,  \ ,  — }, have the following meanings for distribution 
of formal parameters:
A =4> Send to both the left and right 
/  =>■ Send only to the left, not to the right 
\  =4- Send only to the right, but not to the left 
— =*> Send neither to the right nor to the left
These symbols are used to  define a set of rules which abstract a variable from an 
application:
1. Ax . (ExFx) —> A((Xx.Ex)(Xx.Fx))
2. Ax. {ExF)  -> l ({Xx.Ex)F)
3. Ax . {EFx) -> \ (E(Xx .Fx))
4. Xx. (EF)  -> ~ { E F )
5. Xx. x —» I
6 . Ay. x —> K y
where E x represents the freeness of x  in E. The last two rules are needed for simple 









Figure 4.2: A/. Ax . f ( f ( x ) )
The use of these rules can be described as moving an abstraction through an 
application leaving a director symbol behind and transm itting the abstraction process 
to the right or left as appropriate. For instance, the second rule above can be read 
as:
‘The abstraction of x  from a  combination in which x  occurs free on the 
left, bu t not on the right can be encoded as send to the left followed by the 
application of the left side (which contains x ), with the right side (which 
does no t).’
Consider the expression X f . X x . f ( f x )  as shown in figure 4.2 beginning with the inner­
most A-term (x).
• Notice th a t x  goes right at the top level, so the first director is \ .
• At the next level, the x  is also on the right, again the director is \.
• Moving back to the top level, /  is on both the left and the right, so use A.
• At the second level, /  appears on the left, but not on the right, use /.
The following will define the set of director string terms:
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1. {A, / , \ ,  —} are the binary directors. The set of words over this alphabet is 
denoted by D I R 2 .
2. { !,#}  are the unary directors. The set of words over this alphabet is denoted 
by D I R 1.
3. {A} is a hole or place holder.
4. x , y , z , . . .  are an infinite list of variables denoted by V A R
#  and ! are called discard and insert respectively. Also, let
D  =  The arbitraty  director string 
D\  =  The arbitrary unary director string 
D 2 = The arbitrary binary director string 
d = The arbitrary director symbol 
di =  The arbitrary unary director symbol 
d2 =  The arbitrary binary director symbol 
@1 =  The em pty unary director string 
@2 =  The empty binary director string
Let A T O M S  = V A R  U {A }, then the set of Director String Terms
(DST)  is defined as:
a e  A T O M S  =>• (Du  a) E D S T
E  e D S T  =$> ( D i , E )  e  D S T
E i , E 2 e  D S T  =*> {D2, E u E 2) e  D S T
Translation o f Term s
We need systems to translate term s back and forth from A-calculus to  director string 
calculus. To assist in this translation, we define the set of Director String Lambda
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Terms (DSAT) as follows:
E  G D S T  =► E  e  D S X T  
x  G V A R , E  € =► Az.E € DSAT
To map the set of A-calculus terms to DSA terms,
Replace every occurrence of a variable v by ( @1, v )
Replace every application (E F) by ( @2, E, F )
The DSA term s are then translated into D S T  using the following rules:
1. Ax. {Dx,x)  -> (\Di,  A)
2 . Ax . (Du E ) - > ( # D u E)
3. Xx.(D2, E x, Fx) —> (/ \D2,{Xx.Ex) , ( \ x . F x))
4. Xx.(D2, E x, F)  -> ( / D 2, (Xx .Ex ), F)
5. Xx . (D2, E , F x) -> ( \ D 2, E , ( X x .Fx))
6 . Xx . (D2, E , F )  —> (—D 2, E , F )
For example,
X f . X x . ( f ( f x ) )  -  A/.A®.(@2, (© !,/) ,(@ 2, ( 0 !, /),(@ x, X)))
-  A /.(\, (© ! ,/) ,  (Ax.(@2, ( © „ / ) ,  (@ls *)))
-  A/.(\,  (@l5/ ) ,  ( \,  (@!, / ) ,  Aar.C®!, ar)))
-» A / . ( \ , ! A ) )
-  (A\,A/.(@i, A/.(\ ,  (@!,/) , !A))
-  (A \ , ! A , ( / \ ,A / . (0 1, / ) , !A))
-> ( A \ , !A , ( / \ , !A , !A ) )
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where !A replaces I.
A set of rules is also needed to convert DS Terms to A-terms.
1. (!Z?,(Aa;.£)) -» Ax . ( D, E)
2 . ( # A  E)  —> Xx.(D,  E)  (x  is a new variable not occurring in E)
3. (AD,  (Ax .E) ,  (Ay-F))  —* Az.(D,  E[x  :=  z],F[y :=  z]) {z is a new variable)
4. ( /D, (Xx .E) ,  F)  —> X x . ( D , E , F )
5. (\ D , E,  (Ax.F) )  -* Xx.(D,  E,  F )
6 . (—A A A  —> Ax.(jD, E,  F)  (x  is a new variable)
7. A  —* Xx.x
The rules involving \  and /  cause no variable clash since it is assumed th a t A, 
and A create new variables. To use these rules, begin with the A term s and create 
a new, distinct variable for each. This introduces A’s which allow other rules to be 
used. When the rules involving A’s are used, the A’s make their way up the structure.
A pair of A’s appearing a t the children of a binary director string beginning with a A
are merged.
The final item to  be addressed is the evaluation of DS Terms.
1. (@2 ,  ( A A  E \ , E 2 )i Ez)  —> (D , (@2> E\,  Ez)-, (@2i  E 2 , Ez))
2. (@2 , ( / A  E\ ,  E 2 ), Ez) —> (D,  (@2> Ei ,  Ez),  A )
3. (@2> ( \ A  Ei ,  E2), Ez) —* ( D , E i , (@2,E2,Ez))
4. (@2 , (—D, Ei ,  E 2 ), Ez) — *  ( A  Ei ,  E 2 )
5. (@2> OA A ) i  A )  -> ( A  (@2> A) A ))
These conversion rules are activated by the em pty directors @2 and @i! each is inter­
preted as ‘transm it argum ent.’ For instance, the first rule states transm it A  to both 
E\  and E 2.
Kennaway and Sleep state  tha t the A-calculus based on DSC is correct up to /?- 
convertability. They also state tha t for terms whose normal form contains no A’s 
(called ground terms), their system yields strong reduction. Strong reduction implies 
tha t the normal form obtained by DSC is the same as the normal form obtained when 
using pure A-calculus. Also it is im portant to note tha t the  applicative structure of the 
original expression is preserved; this guarantees th a t the num ber of subterms in the 
translation cannot be greater than the number of subterm s in the original expression.
M od ified  D irec to r  S tr in g  C alcu lu s
To see th a t the director string calculus does not capture strong reduction, consider 
the following term:
Xx.(Xy.xy)x  -> (A, ( / \ ,  (!, A), (!, A )), (!, A))
The translated term  on the right is in normal form in DSC, but its normal form in 
A-calculus is Xx. xx.  One problem is the loss of information during the transformation 
of A-terms to DS term s described in the previous section; figure 4.3 will clarify this 
idea. Suppose, for example th a t d = / .  This says to send the argument to the left, 
bu t it does not explicitly sta te  not to send the arguement to  the right. W ithout 
this information, further reduction is not possible; this information is kept in the 
Modified Director String Calculus (MDSC) developed by Sreedhar and Taghva [29]
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E  F
Figure 4.3: An arbitrary application node.
tha t captures strong reduction. We will enhance this system by adding an algebra 
which simplifies the case-by-case analysis, and still captures strong reduction.
Let #  =  discard, ! =  transm it and : be the delimeter between the left and right 
parts of the director string, then director strings are split into their left and right 
components as follows:
A will be replaced by ! : !
/  will be replaced by ! : #
\  will be replaced by #  : !
— will be replaced by #  : #
For instance, \  which was ‘send to the right’ is replaced by #  : ! where the #  
says ‘do not send to the left’ and the ! means ‘send to  the right’ since it is on the 
right side of the delimeter symbol (:). When considering a function application, each 
incoming argument has a left and a right director symbol associated with it to  define 
its movement down the tree. The string on the left of the delimeter specifies which 
incoming arguments are passed to the left, and the right hand string specifies which 
arguments are sent to the right.
The set of modified director string terms (MDS Terms) is defined as follows:
1. !, #  are directors. The set of words over the alphabet of binary directors is 
denoted by DIR^.  The set of words over the alphabet of unary directors is
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denoted by D I R \ .
2. A is a place holder or hole.
3. x, y , z . . .  an infinite set of variables denoted by VAR.
As with DSC, let
D  =  The arbitraty  director string 
Di  =  The arbitrary unary director string 
D 2 =  The arbitrary binary director string 
d =  The arbitrary director symbol 
d\ =  The arbitrary unary director symbol 
d2 — The arbitrary binary director symbol 
@i =  The em pty unary director string 
@2 =  The em pty binary director string 
A T O M S  = V A R  U {A}
The set of MDS terms is defined to be: a £  A T O M S  =>■ {Di,a)  € M D S T  
E  £ M D S T  =» (DU E)  £ M D S T  
E u E 2 e  M D S T  {D2, E x, E 2) £  M D S T
Translating A-calculus to  M D SC
We need a  system to translate terms back and forth from A-calculus to  MDSC. To 
assist in this translation, we define the set of Modified Director String Lam bda Terms 
(MDSAT) as follows:
1. E  £ M D S T  = > E e  M D S X T
2. x e  V A R , E  £ M D S T  => Ax . E  £ M D S X T
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If we begin with a set of A-calculus terms, then they can be mapped into MDSA terms 
as follows:
Replace every occurrence of a variable v by ( @1, v  )
Replace every application (E F) by ( @25 E, F )
We can now define a set of rules to go from terms in MDSAT to MDST which removes 
all A’s and bound variables. Let D 2 denote a director string split into its left and right 
parts as L : R,  then the notation da : <4 D 2 represents daL : d^R where d„, <4 £ {!,#}•
1. Xx.(Di, x) —> (! Di,  A)
2 . Xx.(Du A ) - + ( # D u A)
3. Ax.{Du y) -+ (#£>!, y) if x ^  y
4. Xx .(D2, E x,Fx) -> ( ! : ! D 2,(Xx .Ex),(Xx.Fx))
5. Ax .(D2, E x, F ) - * ( \  : # D 2,(Xx .Ex),{Xx .F))
6 . Xx .{D2, E , F x) - > ( # : !  D 2, (Xx.E),  (Xx.Fx))
7. Ax .(D2, E , F ) ^ ( # : #  D 2,(Xx .E) ,(Xx .F))
Using this system,
X f .X x . ( f ( f x ) )  A/Aa:.(@2,(@ i,/) ,(@ 2,(@ i,/) ,(© ! ,* ) ) )
A/•(#  : 
A / - ( #  : 
A/•(#  :
(
, A x.(@ i,/), Ax.(@2,(@ i,/),(@ i,a ;))) 
, ( # , / ) , ( #  
, ( # , / ) , ( #  : ! , ( # , / ) , ( ! ,  A))) 
,A / . ( # , / ) ,A / . ( #  : ! , ( # , / ) , ( ! ,  A))) 
, ( ! # , A ) , ( ! # : # ! , A / . ( # , / ) , A / . ( ! , A ) ) )  







Figure 4.4: Two forms for X f .X x . f ( f x )
Observe tha t the director string associated with A is also occurring on the left or 
right of the : depending on whether A is the right or left operand. Therefore, we can 
represent the last expression as:
(!# :!! , A, ( ! # : # ! ,  A , A))
Pictorially this is either graph in figure 4.4. We should also point out tha t this 
observation will not hold when we start applying our reduction rules. Let D  below 
have the same definition as D 2 above, then to  translate MDS term s back to A-terms:
1. A —» Xx.x,  where a: is a new variable
2. (!D, Xx.x) —> Xx.(D,x)
3. ( # D , y )  —> Xx.(D,y) ,  where a: is a new variable
4. ( ! : ! D, Xx.E,  Xy.F) —> Xz.(D, E[x := z],F[y := z]), where z is a  new variable
5. ( ! '■ #  D, Xx.E,  Xy.F)  —► Xz.(D, E[x  :=  z],F),  where z is a new variable
6. ( #  : ! D, X x .E , Xy.F) —> Xz.{D, E ,F [ y  :=  z]), where z is a new variable 








Rules (1) to (7) convert MDS terms into MDSA terms. The following two rules 
convert MDSA term s into A-terms:
1. (@i , E )  —> E
2. (@2,E,F)  -> (F 'F)
Consider the term  Xf.(XxXy(x(yf))Xp.p  as shown in figure 4.5. In this example, we 
will convert the  MDSC expression back into A-calculus. As seen in the tree represen­
tation, the MDSC term  is:
A ) , ( # # ! : ! # # , ( # # ! ,  A ) ,( ! # # ,  A )) ) ,(# !, A))
To translate this expression into A-calculus, begin with the simple subterms:
(#!#> A) -> ( # ! # ,  Axi.xa) by 1 
-> Xx2( !# ,X x 1.x1) by 3 
-» Xx2.Xx1. ( # , x 1) by 2
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—> Aa:2.Aa:i.Aa:3-(@i,xi) by 3
Now continuing with the subterm  ( ! # # ,  A),
( ! # # ,A )  -  ( ! # # ,  Aa;4.x4) 6y 1 
► Aa?4. ( ^ ^ ,  by 2
—> \X4.\X5.(#,X4) 3
—»• Xx4 . \ x 5. \ x 6 -{@i,x4 ) by 3
Moving on to expression ( # # ! ,  A),
( # # ! ,  A) -> ( # # \ , \ x 7.x7) b y l  
—* A x 8 . ( # ! ,  Ax 7.x 7) by 3 
—► Axs.Ax9.(\, Ax7.x7) by 3 
—> \x8-\x$.Xx7.(@i, x 7) by 2
The final subterm  is (# !, A)
(# !, A) -► (# !, Aa;10.a;io) by 1
—> Axn.(!, Azio.zio) by 3 
—► A®n.Asio.(@i,a:io) by 2
Using substitution, consider the innerm ost subterm , ( # # !  : ! # # ,  ( # # ! ,  A), ( I # # ,  A)),
(let this be equal to Q ),
Q —> (##'■ :!# # ,A x 8.Ax9.Ax7.(@1,x 7),Ax4.Ax5.Ax6.(@1,x 4))
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-> Aa;i2.(# ! : # # ,  \ x 9. \ x 7.(@i,x7), \ x 5. \ x 6.(@i,x12)) by 6 
-» Ax12.Ax13.(! : # ,  Ax7.(@i, x7), Ax6(@i, x i2)) by 7 
—+ Aa:i2.Aa;i3.Axi4.(@25 (@i> £14), (@1, £ 12))
Looking back at the original expression,
(•' : # , (# !#  :!#!» (# !# , A), ( # # !  : !# # ,  ( # # ! ,  A), ( ! # # ,  A )), (# !, A)) we have A-expressions 
for each of the underlined subexpressions. Substutution yields:
( # !#  "#'•> (Aa2.Axi.Aa:3.(@1, x 1),A2:i2.Aa;i3.Aa:i4.(@2,(@i,a:i4),(@i,xi2)))
-> Ax15.(!#  : #!,A xi.A x3.(@i,Xi),Axi3.Ax14.(@2,(@1,x i4 ),(@ i,x15))) by 6 
-> Axi5.Ax16.(#  :!,Ax3.(@ i,s16),Axi4.(@2,(@1,xi4),(@ i,xi5))) by 5 
-> Axi5.Ax16.Ax17.(@2, (@1, He), (@2, (@1, ®17), (@1, S15))) by 6
This give us
(! : # ,(A X i5.As16.Axi7.(@2,(@ i,Xi6),(@ 2,(@ l,Xl7),(@ l,Xl5))), 
(Ax h .Axio.(@i , xjo))))
—> Axi8.(Axi6.Axi7.(@2, (@ :,x16), (@2) (@11 3^ 17), (@1, 3^18))),
(Axi0.(@ i,x10)))) by 5 
->• Axi8.(Axi6.Axi7.(x i6(x17, x i8))(Axi0.xi0))
This is equivalent to the original expression up to a-conversion if
f  = x  18 
x  =  Xi6
y = x \ f
P =  ®10
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A n  A lgeb ra  for M D S C
In this section, we will define an algebra which can be uniformly applied to any 
A-abstraction. This system simplifies the work done by Sreedhar and Taghva [29] 
because it eliminates the need for case-by-case analysis.
To assist in defining the algebra, let A and B be director strings of any length, 
D1 and D2 be single director strings, and < >  be the em pty director. The following 
operations are defined on directors and director strings:
Disjunction (+)
#  + #  = #
#+! =!
! +  # = !
!+! =!
< >  + B  = B  
A +  <>= A
{D l .A )  +  {D2.B)  =  (Dl  +  D2).(A + B)
Therefore, A  +  B  transm its everything th a t either A or B  transm its. 
Conjunction (*)
# * #  = #
#*! = #
! * #  = #
!*! =!
< >  *B = B  
A* <>= A
(D l .A )  * (D2.B) = (Dl * D2).(A  * B)
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Therefore, A *  B  transm its only things that both A  and B  transm it.
Sequential Composition (;)
< > ) B  = B  
A; < > =  A
(# A - ,m .B )  =  #.(A-,B)
{\A-,Dl.B) = D1.(A;B)
This describes the transmission of arguments. If x, y and 2 are nodes such 
tha t x  is the parent of y  and y is the parent of z, and A  is the director 
string transm itting incoming arguments from x  to y, and B  transm its 
arguments from y to z, then A; B  is a string specifying which incoming 
arguments to x  reach 2 .
As with calculus presented in [29], we use the s h i f t ,  in ser t , and remove  functions. 
We will also introduce a new function fa i l .
•  s h i f t ( E , i , j ) is defined to be a term  obtained from E  by shifting (i +  l) th  
director j  places to the right for each director string in E.
•  i n s e r t ( E , i , j )  is also defined to be a term  obtained from E  by inserting j  num ­
bers of #  between (i +  1) and (i +  2) positions of each director string E.
•  r e m o ve (E , i ) is defined to be a term  obtained from E  by removing (i +  l)s t 
director of every director in E.
•  f a i l ( n ) is defined to be a  string of discards of length n.
For example:
s h i f t ( 4 \ # : 4 4 \ ,  1, 1) =  # # ! : # ! #  





Figure 4.6: A general application node
i n s e r t ^ . #  ' # # ! ,  1 , 1 )  =  # ! # #  : # # # • '
/a*7(3) =  # # #
The insert  function is used to avoid variable clashes by performing a-conversion, 
s h i f t  is used to preserve the relationship between a director and its binding, and 
remove  is used to indicate tha t a /^-reduction has been done; this implies th a t a 
particular director will no longer be needed.
Let a general application node have the representation shown in figure 4.6 where 
LO, RO, LI ,  R l ,  E l ,  E2,  and F  €  M D S T .  A redex exists when the length of LO 
is less than  the length of L I  (| LO \ < \ LI  |). When a redex is detected at LO, the 
director strings L I and R l  are divided as follows:
LI =  L l ' .L D .L l "  
R l  =  R l ' .R D .R l"
where | L I7 | =  | R l '  | =  j LO |
L D  and R D  are single directors
L I" and R l "  are director strings of length zero or more.
The division of L I and R l  in this manner allows us to get to the first variable in the 
expression which is not affected by any director symbol in LO. The single directors 




s h i f i ( E l , \L l '  |. | L I "  | ;
insert! F , \ W  \ , \L 1 "  | ) insert! F , \L 1 ’ \ , \L 1 "  | )
Figure 4.7: Rule 1.1, LD =  !, RD =  !
LO' RO"
removef E2, \ L I * | )L2
shift! E l. I L I ’ |, \L 1 "  | ) insert! F , \L V  \ . \L 1 "  \ )
Figure 4.8: Rule 1.2, LD =  !, RD =  #
dictate which binary rule is used. For instance, if L D  =!, then x  occurs free in 
expression E l  and we should perform a /8-reduction replacing free occurences of x
in E l  by F. F  is the argument to the function in the same way tha t G  was the
argument to application (E F )  in figure 4.1. If R D  =  # ,  then x  is not free in E 2 , 
so no substitution occurs during /3-reduction, and the variable x is no longer needed. 
The binary reduction rules are defined in figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10.
LO' RO'
remove! E l, \L 1 ' | ) W
shift! E2, | L V  I, | L I "  | J insert! F . \L V  \ . \L 1 "  \ )
Figure 4.9: Rule 1.3, LD =  # ,  RD =  !
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LO' RO'
rem ove(E l, \ L V  \ ) remove( F, | LV  \ )
Figure 4.10: Rule 1.4, LD =  # ,  RD =  #
When a redex is detected, we apply various operations of the algebra as shown in 
figure 4.11. The operations are described as follows:
•  LO' = ((LO; LV)  +  R0).L1"
LO' passes variables to the left. It must pass any variables tha t are used by 
either E l  or F.  The variables passed to E l  from the original redex at LO 
are defined by (LO; L I') . The addition (4-) of RO includes variables tha t were 
orignally sent to F.  Finally, the concatenation of L I" includes variables tha t 
were sent to E l  from the application node below the redex.
•  RO' =  ((L0;R 1') +  R0).R1" controls variables in a way similar to LO'.
•  L 2 ' =  (L0;L1').L1"
This director m ust pass any variables tha t were used by R l. (L0;L1') includes 
the variables th a t were passed to  E l  from the orignal redex a t LO. The con­
catenation of L I" includes variables tha t were sent to E l  from the application 
node below the redex.
• R2' =  RO.FAIL(\L2' \  -  |R0|)
This director must pass any variables that were used by F; by definition, this 
is RO. The concatenation of discards using the F A I L  operator is needed to 
ensure tha t |L2'| =  |R2'|
• L3' and R3' are similar to L2' and R2'
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LO’ RO’
L2’ R2’ L3’ R3’
E l ’ F ’ E2’ F ’
LO’ = ( ( LO; L I ’ ) + RO) .L I ”
RO’ = ( ( LO; R l ’) + RO). R l”
L2’ = (LO; L I ’ ) . L I”
R2’ = RO.FAIL( I L2’ I - 1 RO I)
L3’ = (L 0 ;R 1 ’ ).R 1 ”
R3’ = RO.FAIL( I L3’ I - 1 RO I);
Figure 4.11: The result of reducing the redex at LO.
The expressions E l ' ,  E l '  and F'  are obtained by rearranging the director strings 
occurring in E l ,  E 2 and F  using s h i f t ,  insert  and remove.  Upon application of 
(.El E2)  to F,  the binary rules produce applications of the form (E l  F )  and (E2 F). 
This could lead to the situation depicted in figure 4.12. Again, a  redex exists when 
|E0| < |L1|. When a redex is detected, LI  is w ritten as LI  = L I ' .L D .L I " , where 
with |E1'| =  |E0| and \LD\ =  1. This creates two casess depending on whether L D  
is ! or #  and produces two unary rules.
Unary Rule II.1
{LO : R 0 , (L 1 ' \L 1 " ,E ) , {R 1 ,F )) (R1 ,F)
Unary Rule II.2
{LO : R 0 ,{ L 1 '4 L 1 " ,E ) , { R 1 ,F ) )  -> {L1' .L1",E)
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Figure 4.12: A unary node
E F
Figure 4.13: Rule II.1, LD =  !
The two rules are defined in figures 4.13 and 4.14. If we have a unary node without 
a  redex (|L0| >  |i?|), then it m ust be ‘collapsed’ using the conjunction operator as 
shown in figure 4.15.
The following examples will dem onstrate the correctness of these rules. First, 
begin with Xx.(Xy.(xy))x  which was used to show th a t Kennaway’s Director String 
Calculus did not capture strong reduction. The reduction sequence is shown in fig­
ure 4.16. Beginning with the redex in the first tree marked with the *, and following 
binary rules 1.1 through 1.4 as well as the calculations shown in figure 4.11,





Where LO’ = LO * E l 
RO’ = RO * F




RO =  ! => | i ? 0 |  =  1
71 = !#  =* L I ' = !, L D  — #
R l  = # !  => R l '  = # ,  R D  = \
L D  = # ,  R D  = \ =* 7.3
Referring to figures 4.9 and 4.11, we use the following rules:
70 ' =  ((7 0 ;71 ') +  .R0).71"
=  ((! ;!)+!)■<>
=  j
RO' = ((L0;R1') + R0).R1"
=  ( ( ! ; # ) + ! ) . < >
=  I
73 ' =  (70; R1').R1"
=  ( ! ; # ) • < >
=  #
723' =  R 0 . F A I L (  |73 '| -  |70 '| ) 
=  !.771/7( 1 -  1 )
=  !
E l '  = remove(  711, |71 '| )
=  remove(  !# , 1)
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E2'  =  sh i f t {  E2,  \L1'\, \Ll"\ ) 
=  sh i f t (  # ! , 1, 0)
=  #!
F'  = insert(  F, \L1'\, |L1"| ) 
=  insert(  !, 1, 0)
_ I
After performing this sequence of operations, we can move to the next tree in the 
figure which is a  unary node.
L0 = #  |X0| =  1
E l  =  # !  L V  =  #  and L D  =!
L D  =! =» Rule II. 1, insert (!, A)
This leads us to  the third tree in figure 4.16. No redex exists, but we have a unary 
node which m ust be collapsed using conjunction. The operation is:
!*! = !
which results in the last tree in figure 4.16, and this is Xx.xx  as desired.
The next example will use the expression \ f . ( \ x . \ y . x ( y f ) ) \ p . p  from figure 4.5; 
the reduction sequence is shown in figure 4.17. As before, begin with the redex a t *,
Figure 4.17: Reduction of \ f . ( \ x . \ y . x ( y f ) ) \ p . p
LO = ! =» |I0 | =  1
RO =  #  =*. |R0| =  1
LI  = # ! #  =}► LI '  = # ,  LD  =  !, I I "  =  #
R l =  !#! =* R l ' =  !, RD =  # ,  R l"  =  !
L D  =  \, R D =  #  => 1.2
Referring to figures 4.8 and 4.11, we use the following rules:
LO' =  ((10; I I ' )  +  R 0).I1"
=  ((!;#) +  # ) • #
= # #
RO' = ((I0;R1') + R0).R1" 
=  ((!;!)  +  # ) • !
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L2' = (LO; L \ ' ) .L \ "
=  (• ';# )•#
= # #
L2' =  RO.F AIL( \L2'\ -  |LO'| ) 
=  RO.F AIL(  2 -  1 )
= # #
L I' =  L I, |L1'|, |L1"| )
=  # ! # ,  1, 1)
=  # # • '
L2' =  remove(  L2, |L1'|)
=  remove{  # # !  : ! # # ,  1)
=  # ! = ! #
L' = inseri( L, |L1'|, |L1"| )
=  insert(  #! ,  1, 1)
= # # !
Moving to the next redex *, we have a  unary redex using rule II.1.
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■^ 0 = # #  |£0 | = 2
£1 =  # # !  =» I I '  =  # #  and L D  =!
LD  =! => Rule I I .l ,  insert ( # # ! ,  A)
Finally, moving to the next to the last tree, again we have a unary redex using rule
II.l.
10  =  # #  =» |I 0 | =  2
£1  =  # # !  =*. I I '  =  # #  and I D  =!
I D  =! =* Rule II .l, insert ((# !, A), (!# , A))
This represents Af . X y . ( y f ) up to a-conversion as desired.
Appendix A shows a  more detailed example based on Church’s Numerals.
C on clu sion  and  F u tu re W ork
We have given a simple and m athematically more elegant algorithm for strong director 
string calculus as defined in [7]. This should make future work in the area easier to 
explain and pursue.
A significant area of future work is to determine the size of the transformations 
used to capture strong reduction. It is clear tha t a simple case like Church’s Numeral 
gets large quite quickly. Further work is needed to determine if the algebra is of 
enough benefit to justify the implementation cost.
There are similarities between the MDSC and de Bruijn A-calculus. The position 
of the director is related to  the de Bruijn number. The relative position of a variable 
is more im portant than the variable name in both de Bruijn calculus and MDSC; each 
system uses this position to  avoid a-conversion. Exploration into the similarities of 
these two systems may prove worthwhile.
A p p en d ix  A  
C hurch’s N u m eral
The appendix will present the following application of Church’s Numeral.
(Xx .Xy . (x(xy)))(Xx.Xy .(x(xy)))  by A-calculus /3-reduction the normal form 












































































No redexcs remain, and the resulting expression is "4" as desired.
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